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COST ACCOUNTING IN THE CANNING INDUSTRY1
The canning business is seasonal. This is one of the reasons
it was slow to realize the need of cost accounting. However, when
E. N. Hurley, then Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission,
issued an appeal prior to our entry into the war to all business con
cerns to study their costs, the National Canners’ Association lost
no time in bringing home to canners the urgent need of action.
As a result a Committee was appointed and a uniform system of
accounting was adopted. Great strides have been made since that
time and the Cost Accounting Committee has become a permanent
group of the National Canners’ Association.
Very few products are in the process of canning longer than
one month. For this reason it is very difficult to carry on a con
tinuous cost, though it is not impossible if plans are carefully made
before the season starts. Whether the costs are made up daily,
weekly, monthly, or annually, the following records should be kept
up each day: Weight book, or record of raw produce received;
syrup or condiments record, showing quantities of sugar, salt,
vinegar, spices, etc. used in each product; and payroll record,
showing acurate distribution on each of the products packed.
During the canning of any one product the number of tons of
coal used should be recorded as this item varies on the different
products. The variation is often surprising.
System

of

A

c c o u n t in g

Since the raw produce is canned within a short time after its
arrival at the factory, it is possible to shape the accounting system
so as to record in the ledger the data necessary for the cost. This
is done only by itemizing and carrying the quantities of certain
accounts as follows: Raw Material, Labor, Sugar, Condiments
(Salt, Vinegar, Spices, etc.), Boxes, and Cans. These accounts
for the most part cover the prime cost accounts with the substi
tution and addition of the following: Jars or Bottles, Coal, Seed
Loss, etc.
These accounts should be opened with the inventory at the
beginning of the year and kept fully itemized throughout the year.
At the end of the year the quantities consumed in the cost, plus
allowances for wastage, shrinkage, etc., if deducted from the net
charges, should equal the inventory at the end of the year. In this
way the total of the accounts will be absorbed in the costs.
1T h e N. A. C. A. has issued another publication on canning costs— Volum e
II, No. 14, “ Cost Accounting for Fruit and Vegetable Canners,” by F. P. Brown.
This publication contains, am ong other things, a summary of the uniform cost
materials issued b y the National Canners’ Association.
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Cost P rocedure of Prime I tems

A “ Cost Data Sheet” is made up on columnar paper. The
headings are as follows: Product, Variety, Container, Can Size,
Units Per Case, Actual Cases Packed, Actual Dozens Packed,
Cases Packed as of 2s, Raw Material (Pounds, Amount), Labor,
Sugar (Pounds, Amount), Condiments (Pounds, Amount), Boxes,
Cans, Jars or Bottles, Seed Loss, Coal, PRIME COST TOTAL,
Non-productive Labor, Factory or Direct Overhead, Depreciation,
TOTAL FACTORY COST, Indirect (Administration, etc.) Over
head, TOTAL PRODUCTION COST, Labels, Labeling & Shipping,
Inter-Factory and Out Freight, Outside Selling Expense, Cash Dis
count, Swells or Defectives, and TOTAL.
A second sheet is then made up and captioned “ Cost Per
Dozen.” The headings, etc., are identical with the “ Cost Data
Sheet.”
Cases packed as of 2s are arrived at on the ratio of the cubical
contents of all sizes to a case of (24 cans), No. 2 size as follows:
F igure 1
Can
Size
(a)
Tins 1s ...........................
Tins 2s ...........................
Glass 2s ............................
Tins 2½ .........................
Tins 3s ...........................
Tins 10s ..........................
Glass Pints ......................
Glass ½ Pints..................

Units
Per
Case
( b)
48
24
12
24
24
6
24
24

Ratio of
Actual Case
Reduced to 2s
(c)
1.05632
l . (same)
.5
1.4745
1.6863
1.3137
.8402
.4201

Ratio of 1 Dozen
to 1 Case of 2s
(24 to Case)
(d)
.26408
.5
.5
.73725
.84315
2.6274
.4201
.21005

After the prime items are allocated to the different products
by varieties, the split between the different size containers is ac
complished for all the items as illustrated in the case of labor and
raw material as follows:
F igure 2 Cost D ata

S heet

“
“
Totals

"

Tins
Glass

2s
1s
10s
2s

24
48

6
12

Cases
Packed
A s of 2s

Actual
Dozens
Packed

(H )
(G)
33,010.00
4,427.04
16,764
2,128.19
810
2,283.00
4,566
41,848.23
88,160
47,352
23,676.00
7,872
2,078.84
1,089½ 2,862.55
3,706.50
7,413
63,726½ 32,323.89

66,020

Amount

Peas

6
12

(F )
33,010
4,191
1,620
4,566
43,387
23,676
1,968
2,179
7,413
35,236

Amount

“

Glass
Totals
Admirals

(E)
24
48

Labor

Pounds

"

(D )

2s
1s
10s
2s

Actual
Cases
Packed

(C )
Tins

“

Units
Per Case

(B )
Alaska

Size

Container

(A )
Peas

Variety

Product

Raw Material

(I)
686,982
92,133
44,290
47,512
870,917
560,440
49,209
67,760
87,737
765,146

$20,611.02
2,764.19
1,328.82
1,425.48
$26,129.51
$16,813.20
1,476.27
2,032.80
2,632.12
$22,954.39

(J)

(K )
$8,340.47
1,118.56
537.72
*871.56
$10,868.31
$5,982.11
525.26
723.28
*1,414.90
$8,645.55

F igure 3 Cost Per D ozen S heet
Peas

Alaska

Glass

“

Peas

Tins

“

Admirals

Tins
Glass

"

Totals

2s
1s
10s
2s

24
48

2s
1s
10s
2s

24
48

6
12
6
12

33,010
4,191
1,620
4,566

66,020

43,387
23,676
1,968
2,179
7,413
35,236

41,848.23
88,160
47,352
23,676.00
7,872
2,078.84
1,089½ 2,862.55
7,413
3,706.50
63,726½ 32,323.89

16,764
810
4,566

33,010.00
4,427.04
2,128.19
2,283.00

Decimal Dol. Cts. Dol. Cts.
10.406
$ .31220 $ .12633
5.496
.16489
.06672
54.679
1.64052
.66385
10.406
.31220 * .19088
11.836
6.251
62.194
11.836

$

*Labor column (K ) shows a greater amount charged to glass.
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.35507
.18753
1.86581
.35507

$
*

.12633
.06673
.66386
.19087

This is due to

additional cost for filling and handling glass. The balance o f the items o f labor can
be proved on an “ as o f 2s basis.” For example:
The Admirals are as follow s:
Labor Total $8,645.55 less Glass 2s $1,414.90 = $7,230.65.
Total Cases as o f 2s are 32,323 89/100 less Glass 2s or 3,706 50/100 = 28,
617.39/100.
Therefore, the quantities and amounts allotted to “ Tin” are $7,230.65 divided by
(Cases as o f 2s) 28,617 39/100= $.25266629 per unit. This result times column (H )
on Figure (2 ) gives column (K ) ; on Figure (3 ) this result times column (D )
Figure (1 ) gives column ( K ) .
The cases packed as o f 2s column (H ) is arrived at by multiplying column (F )
by its size ratio column (C ) in Figure (1 ). For example:
Alaska peas, can size 1s, show 4,191 cases in column ( F ). Referring now to
Figure (1 ) we find that this size multiplied by its ratio 1.05632 will equal the No. 2
size. Therefore, we have: 4,191 cases times 1.05632 = 4427.04 cases as shown in
column (H ) Figure (2 ).
After column (H ) is filled in the total cases as o f 2s o f each product by variety
is divided into the amount allocated to that item. For exam ple:
On Figure (2 ), Alaska Peas show Total Cost o f Raw Material to be $26,129.51;
this amount divided by cases packed as of 2s or 41,848 23/100 cases = $.62438746 cost
per case as o f 2s. Set this amount in a Munroe or Marchant Calculator and multiply
same by each quantity in column (H ) and it will give the amounts in column (J )
Figure (2) then while still retaining the amount in the calculator turn to Figure (3 ) ;
the cost per dozen will be had by multiplying this same amount by the percentages
in column (D ) Figure (1 ). For instance, the percentage for can size No. 1 is
26.408% times the amount in calculator $.62438746 = $.16489, or the amount shown
in column (J ) Figure (3 ). This process is repeated until all quantities and amounts
are filled in on Figures (2 ) and (3) covering the prime cost items.
N

o n - P r o d u c t iv e

L abor

This account covers superintendence, watchmen’s time, etc.
Extreme care should be taken to charge the account as seldom as
possible, and continuous effort made to identify the labor expended
with the account or product to which it belongs. This account is
distributed on the cost sheets upon the basis that productive labor
bears to it, which means that each product is charged with non
productive labor in the exact percentage that it is charged with
productive labor.
D

ir e c t o r

F actory Overheads

and

D e p r e c ia t io n

The direct or factory overhead accounts are as follows: Crates,
Baskets & Containers (For handling Raw Produce), Maintenance,
Auto and Truck Repairs & Expense, Heat & Light, Insurance, Fac
tory Supplies & Expense, Gasoline and Lubricants, Rent & Taxes,
Viner Rent, Repairs and Station Expense (Peas only), Cartage,
Team & Stable, Acreage Contracting, Factory Office Postage &
Telephone, Factory Office Salaries and Factory Office Expense.
The basis upon which these items might be distributed among
products for cost purposes are two, namely, the percentage basis
and the case basis. There is much to be said in favor and against
each method as the business is so seasonal that it becomes optional
as to whether certain products are to be packed or not. For this
reason the overheads will rise or fall, depending upon the decisions
that are made.

Percentage M ethod for D istribution of D irect Overhead

The total direct overhead for each factory is determined and
is then allocated to each product packed at that particular factory,
in the exact percentage that the total prime cost bears to the total
direct overhead, which would mean that if a factory’s prime cost
totaled $100,000 and its direct overhead totaled $10,000, then the
direct overhead would be 10% of the prime cost. This method
certainly simplifies the prorating of overheads as all that it is
necessary to do is to enter on both the “ Cost Data” and “ Cost Per
Dozen” sheets in the direct overhead column 10% (or whatever the
percentage might be) of the prime cost.
After the cost of each product is completed, an analysis sheet
is made showing what accounts and what amounts of each go to
make up the item of direct overhead in the costs. This is accom
plished in the following manner. The first five accounts will be
used for illustration, assuming their amounts were as follows:
A / C #40 Crates, Baskets, and Containers..............................

"
“
“
“

#41 Maintenance .................................................................
#42 Auto and Truck Repairs and Expense....................
#43 Heat and Light..............................................................
#44 Insurance ........................................................................

$

563.72
4,723.45
2,156.99
2,787.21
1,823.38

$12,054.75

We then find the reciprocal of the total by dividing it— $12,
054.75— into 1, which equals .00008295485.
Then multiply each of the amounts by this reciprocal as fol
lows :
F igure 4
A /C
“
“
“
“

#40 $ 563.72
#41 4,723.45
#42 2,156.99
#43 2,787.21
#44 1,823.38

X .000082954851 =
“
=
X
“
=
X
“
=
X
“
=
X

$12,054.75

.05
.39
.18
.23
.15
1.00

The total of the direct overhead is $12,054.75, which is 100%. The
last column above shows the percentage that each of the accounts
bears to the total. Therefore, if the direct overhead on an item is
twelve cents, multiply each percentage in the last column and the
total of the results will be twelve cents.
The analysis sheet referred to above will be arranged as
follow s:
F igure 5
D irect Overhead Per D ozen A nalyzed
Prime
Cost
(a)
( b)
Percentages
Peas Alaska
“
Peas
“
“
“

(c)

id)

ie)

Tins

2s
1s
10s
2s

24
48
6
12

2s
1s
10s
2s

24
48
6
12

“
Gl.
TOTALS
Admirals Tins
“
“
“
“
“
Gl.

if)
Dol. Cents

A/C
No.
40
iff)
5%

TOTALS

6

A/C
No.
41
( h)
39%

A/C
No.
42
(i)
18%

A/C
No.
43
(j)
23%

A/C
No.
44
( k)
15%

Total
Direct
Overhead
(l)
100%

While the above example shows only peas it must be borne in
mind that if other products such as corn, etc., are packed the
amount entered in column (f) will be less viner rent and station
expense as far as peas are concerned. In other words, 100% of
factory overheads must not include special direct items.
Viner rent, repairs and station expense is distributed on peas
only. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the percentage that
the above account bears to the prime cost allocated to all the peas;
then in entering the direct overheads on the “ Cost Data” and “ Cost
Per Dozen” sheets, add thereto the amount of this account.
Case

M ethod

for

D

is t r ib u t io n

of

D

Overheads

ir e c t

The total of direct overheads is determined for any particular
factory, as follows:
Taking the amount used in the percentage method we have..............
Add (to be distributed on Peas on ly ):
Viner Rent, Repairs, and Station Expense....................................
Assuming that the cases packed as o f 2s are as follows:
Peas ............................................ 67834 52/100 Cases
All other Products.................... 74025 23/100
Total Cases Packed as of 2s 141859 75/100 divided into
$12,054.75 Cost per case as of 2s ..................................
$ 1,328.52 divided by 67,834 52/100 cases of Peas
as o f 2s ........................................................................

$12,054.75
1,328.52

= $ .08497653
=

Direct Overhead Cost for Peas..............................................

.01958472
$ .10456125

Turning now to the “ Cost Data” Sheet, Figure (2 ), the quan
tities in column (H) (Cases packed as of 2s) times $.10456125
would give the amounts to be entered in the direct overhead column
for peas only.
Reference is made to Figure (2) only as a matter of routine
as the amounts referred to in this paragraph are other than listed
on Figures (2) and (3 ). On all other products the amount per
case to be used would be less $.01958472 or $.08497653 per case as
of 2s. Turning to the “ Cost Per Dozen” sheet Figure (3) the cost
per case as of 2s would be multiplied by column (d) Figure (1)
and the result entered in the direct overhead column of this sheet.
The sheet used to analyze the direct overhead per dozen will have
much less detail than shown in the former method and would be
as follows:
F

(a)
A /C
“
“
“
“

#40
#41
#42
#43
#44

......................................
......................................
......................................
......................................
......................................

ig u r e

6

Account
Amuont
( b)
$ 563.72
4,723.45
2,156.99
2,787.21
1,823.38

Total all Products except Peas. .
Viner Rent, etc............................

$12,054.75
1,328.52

Total fo r Peas ...............................

$13,383.27

%
(c)
5
39
18
23
15
100%

Cost Per
1s
2s
id)
(e)

Dozen
10s Gl. 2s
(f )
(g )

The percentage as shown in column (c) above is taken from
the last column of Figure (4) and is used to show percentage each
account is to total. It is perfectly obvious that the total of columns
(d ), (e), (f) and (g) will agree with “ Cost Per Dozen” on Figure
(3) direct “ Overhead Column.”
F

actory

C ost

As stated before in listing the headings of the cost sheets,
prime cost, plus non-productive labor, plus direct overhead, plus
depreciation, equals “ total factory cost.”
I n d ir e c t O v e r h e a d ( A

d m in is t r a t io n

& F

ix e d

S e l l in g E x p e n s e )

Administration expense consists of the following accounts:
Officers’ Salaries, Clerical Salaries, Postage, Telephone & Tele
graph, Stationery & Office Supplies, Sundry Office Expense, Travel
ing Expenses, Franchise & Capital Taxes, Legal & Auditing, Ex
change & Collections, General Expense, Interest and Tabulating
Department Supplies & Expense.
The following accounts in the aggregate make up fixed selling
expense: Sales Managers’ Salaries & Expenses, Sales Office Sal
aries, Sales Office Postage, Telephone & Telegraph, Sales Office
Stationery & Printing, Sales Office Supplies & Expense, Advertis
ing and Sundry Selling Expense.
If the above accounts are distributed upon the percentage
method much the same procedure will be followed as outlined in
connection with the percentage basis for distribution of direct
overhead. The procedure is to find the ratio that the total of all
“ factory cost” bears to the total of indirect overhead. In other
words, each product will receive a charge of indirect overhead in
exact percentage that the amount of factory cost allocated bears to
the said product.
An analysis is also made of indirect overhead in the same
manner as is done on Figure (5) for direct overhead, by substi
tuting in column (f) “ factory cost” instead of “ prime cost,” and
in the other columns, namely, (g ), (h ), (i), ( j) , (k ), (l), the
indirect overhead account percentages instead of the direct over
head account percentages.
If the case method is used to distribute the indirect overhead,
the procedure will be quite the same as followed in the case method
for distribution of the direct overhead, which is as follows: The
cases packed at all the factories having been reduced to 2s, all that
is necessary to do now is find the grand total of cases packed as of
2s; divide it into the total indirect overhead, and the result will
be the cost per case as of 2s. Turn now to the “ Cost Data Sheet”
Figure (2). Multiply the above by the quantities in column (h)
of the latter sheet and insert the result in the indirect overhead
column. On the “ Cost per Dozen” Sheet multiply the “ Cost per
Case as of 2s” by the ratio in column (d) of Figure (1).
8

Production T otal

The production total is arrived at by adding to the factory
cost the indirect overhead, and represents the cost of packing the
products and piling them in the warehouse.
From this point on the procedure changes from costing on a
pack basis, to costing on a basis of shipments. It is necessary to
explain at this point that the products are usually piled in the
warehouse in cases and are unlabeled. Therefore, it would ob
viously be wrong to distribute shipping cost on a cases packed
basis if cases shipped were 25% less than the cases packed.
When the products are inventoried at the close of the season it
is the “ Production Total Cost” that should be used for pricing, as
this cost is the final and total cost up to the point of carry-over
into the next year.
S h ip p in g

and

O u t s id e S e l l in g E

xpense

The expenses incurred in moving the canned foods out of the
warehouse are as follows: Labels, Labeling and Shipping, InterFactory and Out Freight, Outside Selling Expense, Cash Discount
and Swells or Defectives.
L abels

Based on the assumption that the sales have been analyzed in
cases and amounts showing: Products, Can Size, Glass or Tin and
Fancy or Extra Standard, the procedure should be as follows:
Multiply each quantity of cases in the above class by the actual
cost price of the labels. There will be an excess to be absorbed
owing to wastage, printing in new matter, and cost of shipping
between factories. This will be prorated or added to the actual
cost price of labels of each product, upon a percentage basis of the
amounts already allocated.
L a b e l in g

and

S h ip p in g , I n t e r -F a c t o r y

and

Out F

r e ig h t

The cases shipped are reduced to a basis “ as of 2s” and divided
into each of the above amounts, which gives the cost as of a 2.
Multiply this result by percentages in column (d) Figure (1) and
insert the cost per dozen of each product in its respective column
on Figure (3).
O u t s id e S e l l in g E

xpense,

Ca s h D is c o u n t , S w e l l s

or

D e f e c t iv e s

The distribution of outside selling expense, cash discount and
swells or defectives is made upon the same basis. The procedure
is outlined below:
1. The sales value of all products is divided into the amount
of each account. 2. The percentage resulting is multiplied by the
sales value of each product. 3. The amount so allotted is divided
9

by the cases sold as of 2s of each product. 4. The result times the
ratio in column (d) Figure (1) is the amount to insert on the
“ Cost per Dozen” sheet figure (3) in their respective account
columns.
In order to prove the “ Cost per Dozen” sheet, Figure (3 ),
against the “ Cost Data” sheet, Figure (2 ), for the last six men
tioned items, proceed as follows: Multiply the “ Cost per Case as
of 2s” determined on the cases sold times “ Cases packed as of 2s.”
This will give the amount to insert on the “ Cost Data” Sheet,
Figure (2). It is true that this procedure will not allow you to tie
the cost up with the general records, but as the cost up to “ Pro
duction Total” was taken from the ledger, and as the amounts after
that point were also taken from the ledger and must prove as they
were inserted on the "Cost per Dozen” sheet Figure (3) upon the
basis of “ Cases sold as of 2,” there can be no objection to this pro
cedure. If tabulating equipment is used the distribution of out
side selling expense, cash discount and swells or defectives should
be determined for each of the products according to classification,
as follows: Can Size, Glass or Tin and Fancy or Extra Standard.
The detail involved would be ten times greater for these accounts
than would be the case if the procedure outlined in explaining the
accounts were followed. Further, the speed with which this work
is finished often determines its worth.
A

c c o u n t in g

P rocedure

If a concern has more than three plants, the most satisfactory
way to handle the accounts is as follows: 1. Arrange the accounts
in the general ledger without regard to the factories; that is, your
general ledger would have the same accounts for ten factories as it
would have if you had but one factory (which produced the same
products as the ten would). 2. Have a factory analysis ledger
which will have tabs bearing the name of each of the accounts in
the general ledger that should be subdivided among the factories.
Under this tab have a general ledger account of each factory.
3. Arrange the books of original entry so that each charge to a
general ledger account can, if needed, be identified with a factory.
This can be accomplished by providing a factory column on each
form. 4. As each charge is entered on the original entry form,
the factory number is noted in the factory column. At the end of
the month the totals of the accounts columns are posted to the
general ledger. 5. A columnar sheet is arranged with the factory
numbers in the box headings; each account is then analyzed and
the amounts are recapitulated under their respective factory head
ings. 6. The total of each account by factory is posted to its re
spective account in the factory analysis ledger. 7. The general
ledger will not be burdened with a bunch of accounts but on the
other hand will have only such accounts as will give a total im
mediately, without the necessity of adding up the amounts allo
cated to several factories to determine the amount of any one ac
count; while, on the other hand, if the detail of any account by
10

factory is desired it can be had by referring to the factory analysis
ledger. 8. If factories are purchased or sold the general ledger is
not disturbed. It is only necessary to add or remove from the
factory analysis ledger the sheets for the factory affected.
Cost F inding by S izes for Peas and S tring B eans

The most important value of a cost is to determine a selling
price, yet if reference is made to the “ Cost Per Dozen” sheet, only
a flat cost per dozen will be shown, although any variety of peas
or string beans will have from two to ten different selling prices.
The cost of packing the different sizes does not differ materially,
but the cost necessary to create the different sizes is large. Raw
produce as a rule is purchased by the cwt. at fixed prices, but
immediately after its receipt in the factory it is graded by a sieve
grader into six different sizes, which differ in value according to
size and condition. However, the almost invariable rule is that
the smaller the size the higher the value, although the sizes are
further graded for quality which causes them to be further sub
divided in their relation as to value. There are different theories
as to how to determine the value differentials, but the most logical
way is to find the effect the raw material has upon the different
selling prices. Therefore, if the cost to pack all sizes is the same,
the difference in the selling price is in the difference in quality and
size of the raw material. Now, if we take the selling prices (per
case of the No. 2 can size) of the various sizes and grades, and
list them in one column, and in a second column list the cost to
pack the No. 2 can size minus the cost of raw material, we could
extend in the third column the difference of the first two columns,
which would give a ratio of value representing raw material cost
of the different sizes plus or minus profit or loss. That being the
case, it will be necessary to take out only “ profit or loss” from
each of the different sizes. The balance would be the raw materia]
cost by sizes and grades, as follow s:
F igure 7
R a w M aterial Cost on A dmiral Peas Determined by S izes

A — B= C x D= F
Cost to
Raw
pack,
material
Selling
cost plus
price
minus
per cost of raw ( profit)
per case
material
case
per case
(C)
(A )
(B )
$2.32
$5.10
$2.78
1.72
4.50
2.78
1.12
3.90
2.78
.92
3.70
2.78
.32
3.10
2.78
.12
2.90
2.78

Result of
Sieve
column
Cases
sizes in ( C) X (D )
Actual
which
raw
packed
cost of
as of 2s peas were
material
raw
cost plus
graded
material
profit
(D )
(E )
(F)
(G)
1s
872.75
$2,024.78
$1,785.69
2s
6,338.06
5,589.65
3,684.92
3s
8,580.05
7,660.76
7,566.89
4s
10,408.29
11,313.36
9,179.25
6,109.22
5s
1,954.95
1,724.10
2,682.88
6s
321.95
283.93.

Actual
Column
raw
(B ) + (H )
equals
material
cost per
total cost
case
per case
(H )
$2.04605
1.51690
.98775
.81136
.28221
.10583

(I )
$4.82605
4.29690
3.76775
3.59136
3.06221
2.88583

32,323.89
$29,628.08
$26,129.51
The total of column (G) divided by the total of column (F ) equals .88191708 which times
the individual amounts in column (F ) equals amounts in column (G ). The amounts in column
(G) divided by the quantities in column (D ) = “ Raw material cost per case, column (H ).”
The amounts in column (B ) plus amounts in column (H ) equals “ Total cost of case of 2s,
column I ,” in accordance with different sizes and grades.
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The products are listed in six sizes only, although in practice
many more would be found necessary on account of grades. It
might be found in some cases that the “ Cost to pack minus the
raw material” column (b) will exceed the selling price, which, of
course, indicates that the raw produce was of very poor quality,
leaving a minus amount. The best way to eliminate this minus
amount is to charge it to direct factory overheads and show no
cost of raw material on that particular size. This will not happen
once in a hundred times, but when it does occur, as the freaks or
bugs in cost will come up, it serves to throw a cost clerk out of
equilibrium. It is hoped that if the canning industry would adopt
the above method that a ratio or differential would be adopted
somewhat as follows: 1
F

ig u r e

8

Assuming that the following ratio has been established on
Admiral Peas:
Fancy 1s
Fancy 2s
Fancy 3s
Fancy 4s
Fancy 5s
Standard
Standard

.................................................
1.70
........................................................ 1.30
................................................................ 90
................................................................ 60
and 6s .................................................. 40
3s
...................................................... 20
4s,5s and 6 s ........................................ 10

or
or
or
or
or
or
or

17
13
9
6
4
2
1

We packed 12,600 cases of Admirals— Raw Material Cost
$6,817.85.
Seive
Size
Fancy 1s ......................
Fancy 2s ......................
Fancy 3s ......................
Fancy 4s ......................
Fancy 5s & 6s ...........
Std. 3s ........................
Std. 4s, 5s, & 6s -------

Cases
Packed
Ratio
A
B
273 X 1.70 =
1,041 X 1.30 =
2,274 X
.90 =
3,528 X
.60 =
937 X
.40 =
1,458 X
.20 =
3,089 X
.10 =
12,600

Raw Material
Raw
Raw Material
Ratio
Cost percentage
Material
Cost
Total
of Ratio Total
Cost
per case.
C
D
E
F
$ 464.10 X .980125 3 % = $ 454.88 $ 1.66622710
1,353.30 X .980125 3% =
1,326.40
1.27415940
2,046.60 X .980125 3% =
2,005.93
.88211520
2,116.80 X .980125 3 % =
2,074.73
.58807530
374.80 X .980125 3 % =
367.35
.39204900
291.60 X .980125 3% =
285.80
.19602194
308.90 X .980125 3 % =
302.76
.09801230
$6,965.10

$6,817.85

Divide number of cases (12,600) into raw material cost ($6,817.85)
equals cost per case (.09801230) ( E ÷ A = F ). The percentage
of ratio total (.980125) is arrived at by dividing ratio total ($6,
965.10), into raw material cost ($6,817.85) , (E÷ C = D ).
In both of the foregoing cases, Figures (7) and (8), raw ma
terial cost is referred to as total of columns (g) and (e) respec
tively. It must be understood that the total cost of raw material
is always known. Therefore, this is entered as a total; then after
the percentage is established the different raw material amounts
are apportioned to the sizes, the total of which, if the work is done
correctly, will equal the amount already inserted as a total. It is
unnecessary to state that it would take several years to realize
ratios as referred to in column (b) above, but if this did come to
pass it would be a forward step in simplifying the cost on peas
1This point is taken from the August 11, 1919, issue o f The Canning Trade.
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and string beans and would take less effort to analyze the opera
tions than is now the ease.
F a c t o r y O f f ic e P r o c e d u r e

There are at least three different styles of time cards used
which are attaining good results. The card which is listed below
has been in use for the last decade or more, and doubtlessly will
serve as many more years.

F igure 9

The principal feature in favor of this card is its flexibility in
recording the start and stop in the different working periods of a
day. The disadvantages are: 1. That the classification of accounts
becomes too limited as the theory of cost accounting advances.
The space allocated for the distribution could not be expanded to
keep pace with advances made without enlarging the card, which
would be impossible as records must be made with a punch. 2. In
punching this card it is necessary to turn it at different angles to
record the time and distribution. In punching in or out for a
number of employees much motion is lost due to this awkward
handling of the card.
In order to overcome these objections the following card was
designed:
13

F igure 10

The advantage of this card is the ability to punch from the
right side; for instance, in punching the employee’s time, the card
is turned duplicate side u p; in punching account, card is reversed,
original side up; punching the card always from the right offers
uniform motion and speeds the operations of the timekeeper.
Objections to the elimination of the start and stop feature
with a desire for more information caused the adoption of the
following card:
14

F igure 11

15

The distribution of labor is divided into two classes:
Classification “ A ”
On peas: Inspection of peas, the labor of threshing at viner
stations, truck drivers bringing peas to the factory and all labor
of cleaning same up to the time they arrive at the graders.
On corn: The labor from the time corn is received up to and
including husking.
On string beans: All yard labor from the time the beans are
received up to the graders, including the wages of scalemen weigh
ing the snipped beans, but not including the actual snipping of the
beans. This is paid for at so much per pound and is charged to a
bean stringing account. At the end of the season the pounds of
beans snipped times the rate per pound will equal the amount paid
for bean checks.
The most satisfactory method of recording the bean stringing
operations is by a cash register, as this provides a ticket for the
employee and adds the pounds snipped. The tickets can be paid
off at once or at the end of the season.
On tomatoes: All labor for receving tomatoes at outside sta
tions, all wages of drivers trucking same to the factory and the
yard labor at the factory up to the placing of said tomatoes on the
conveyor which takes them to the washer. In the event that other
tomato products are packed, such as ketchup and chili sauce, a card
with more divisions would be necessary.
In general, there are, of course, many more products than
mentioned above, but the scope of this article obviates the possi
bility of mentioning them, and it will suffice to say that the divi
sion of these products under Classification “ A ” should indicate that
all labor expended prior to the receipt of the raw produce in the
factory will come under this classification.
Classification “ B”
On peas: The labor of grading, blanching, picking tables,
syrup room, closing machine, retorts, and all labor up to and in
cluding the piling in the warehouse.
On corn: All labor on corn after same drops from the huskers,
including cutting, silking, syrup room, closing machine, retorts and
all other factory labor up to and including the piling in the ware
house.
When canning succotash the labor should be divided into three
classes, namely: 1, As outlined under Classification “ A ” ; 2, from
husking machine to mixing tank; 3, under Classification “ B” into
succotash or corn. The came card can be used by punching to the
left of column (a) for item (2) above. All labor up to mixing tank
is chargeable to corn and succotash as follows: (a) (1) and (2)
above; (b) find the ratio of beans to corn in succotash; (c) mul
tiply the “ percentage of corn times the cases packed of succotash,”
equalling the equivalent of cases of corn that would have been
packed if no succotash had been packed. Add this result to the
16

number of cases of corn packed and divide the total into the two
classes of strictly corn labor; then this rate per case X the “ cases
of corn equivalent in succotash” will give the amount of corn labor
prior to mixing tank allocated to succotash.
On string beans: All labor on beans after they arrive at the
grader, which includes blanching, filling, syrup room, closing ma
chine, retort, and all factory operations up to and including ware
house.
On tomatoes: All labor after tomatoes are placed on con
veyor, leading to washer, including washing and all factory labor
up to and including the piling in the warehouse.
The peeling of tomatoes is usually paid for on a piece work
basis. A method that is gaining favor is to pay a premium on a
sliding scale to employees, measured by peeled tomatoes returned
in excess of a fixed allowance for waste in peeling. Any canner
will admit that the legitimate waste in peeling is large and that
the employee can increase it materially by carelessness prompted
by a desire to increase his income.
In the event ketchup or chili sauce is packed the labor charged
under Classification “A ” would be prorated on all the tomato
products on the basis of the number of pounds of same packed in
each classification.
In order to record the number of pounds of tomatoes packed
into the different products, tack a tag on each load giving the load
number (per the weight slip number) and pounds. Then, when
the tomatoes are passed into the factory note on load slip the
product into which the tomatoes will be packed. The total pounds
of each class is recorded daily in a book with columns headed up
with the different tomato products packed.
Labor on chili sauce is divided as follows: The card is punched
to the left of column “ A ” with all labor on tomatoes from washer
conveyor to the end of peeling table under Classification “ B.”
Chili sauce is punched for labor from that point on. The reason
for having a third classification on chili sauce is that tomatoes
from peeling table may be divided into canned tomatoes and chili
sauce the same day. Therefore, by charging all the labor from
the yard to end of peeling table in a third column under tomatoes,
the labor to be prorated to each product can be determined by the
pounds recorded on the piece work tickets, as the tomatoes leave
the peeling table.
P ayroll D

is t r ib u t io n

Each time card is extended, according to account charged as
indicated by punch on same, for hours worked times rate. The
result is noted in space provided immediately above “ Original No.”
(at the bottom of card). The cards are then entered on the payroll.
The face of this form has the following columns: line no., check
no., name of employee, labor, columns for each day of the week,
total hours, rate per hour, amount, total on piece work, rate,
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amount, total credit, date paid, debit miscellaneous with subdivi
sion columns— account no., and amount— and several columns for
the distribution of the payroll. The reverse of this form has a
number of columns for the distribution of the payroll and a place
for total debits.
Two lines are reserved for each employee.
The total hours of the card is entered in the column of the
day specified while the amounts are entered in small ink figures in
the columns, which heading bears the number of the account or
accounts to be charged. This procedure is continued for the entire
week and as a result it is often necessary to charge one account
each day, making six amounts in the distribution of one employee
in one column. Care must be taken in ordering the payroll form
to see that ample space between employees’ names is allowed. At
the end of the week the daily hours are totalled and extended times
the rate per hour and entered in the total amount column. The
distribution amounts are then added and cross-footed. The latter
amount will equal the former.
The aim in writing this article was to describe the general
procedure of canning cost accounting from the view of a cost man
down through the season, stressing the preparation of the working
papers; namely, the “ Cost Data Sheets,” and the “ Cost per Dozen
Sheets.” The theory was carried only to a point of understanding,
and cut short for the reason that with this article before a cost
accountant he could prepare his papers and follow the work to the
end. It is, therefore, necessary to state that it might seem incon
sistent to pass over the cost technique in general while the matter
of payroll is discussed in the fullest detail.
Some points and references helpful in cost accounting for
canners, are as follows: 1. The actual workings of the cost was
very ably presented in “ Official Publication, Vol. II, No. 14, Cost
Accounting for Fruit and Vegetable Canners, by Frank Palmer
Brown.” It will suffice to say the only material variance in the
two articles is the treatment in connection with boxes and this is
owing to a difference in warehouse methods. 2. The usefulness of
the payroll section of this article will be further increased by the
ability of the branch office payroll clerk to follow the routine in
full. The most essential element in canning cost accounting is a
correct distribution of labor. 3. The material covered has not been
presented heretofore except as stated above in (1). Therefore, the
actual cost can be followed, due to the expertness of the cost man
in his own field.
The National Canners’ Association has issued “ Special Bulle
tins No. 2 and 3, Standard Classification of Accounts.”
In Classification “ A ” as revised January, 1920, on page 60 a
formula for reducing the different size cans to a No. 2 size is given.
There is a material difference between the above and the formula
given in Figure (1) of this article. However, the former was in
18

use several years ago and was superseded by Figure (1) after
various tests were made by the canners and can manufacturers.
On page 61 “ direct commodity expense” refers back to account
209, “ corn— factory expense,” and says in part: “ Some accountants
may ask: “ Why have corn factory expense for instance? Why
not charge all factory expense to account No. 75 and at the end of
the year distribute the total to the commodities on the bases of the
pack?’ ” If this view is persisted in, it will no doubt save a little
bookkeeping; but the results under such conditions will be grossly
inaccurate.
Such procedure as quoted above is impractical and impossible
and would entail such hair-splitting decisions as to cause a branch
office bookkeeper to lose heart, and furthermore, the distribution
would be much more inaccurate than would be the case if the re
verse of the above quotation were followed.
The Standard Classification of accounts, referred to above,
covers 75 pages. The above quotation covers one-quarter of a page.
Therefore, we differ only on one-three hundredths of the entire
work, but can take no reasonable exception to the balance. But
on the other hand we must say that it is by far the most concise
and complete work on canning accounting published to date and
more than fills a long felt need.
In 1911 the Bureau of Publicty of the National Canners’ Asso
ciation published a 27-page volume on “ Principles of Cost,” by J.
W. McCall.
The article bears indications of careful preparation by one
who understood the underlying principles of cost as applies to this
industry. His method of distributing burden, as outlined on page
16, is well presented and bears earmarks of good cost accounting.
The whole text is right to the point and coincides with the best
cost accounting practice of today.
Before bringing this article to a close mention should be made
of some very excellent bulletins prepared by National Canners’
Association, Research Laboratories at Washington, D. C., under
the direction of Dr. W. D. Bigelow, Chief Chemist, which should
not only prove valuable to the cost accountant but absolutely neces
sary in connection with keeping costs for some products. A thor
ough understanding of cost accounting on ketchup and pulp would
not be complete without knowledge of the following sources of
material: “ Specific Gravity of Tomato Pulp,” by W. D. Bigelow
and F. F. Fitzgerald, and “ Factory Control of the Composition of
Tomato Ketchup,” by F. F. Fitzgerald.
The Canning Trade, the journal of the canning industry, Balti
more, Md., has issued an Almanac of the Canning Industry, 1921,
which contains some statistics of the pack, prices and other data.
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